SO-CAL '32 and AV8 Ford S/S Exhaust System: Finally our long awaited S/S exhaust is now available. It's designed specifically for SO-CAL's '32 and AV8 New Tradionalist™ chassis equipped with a small block Chevy and block hugger headers. We use CNC mandrel bent S/S tubing featuring 2 1/2" diameter head pipes, McGee style "cut-outs" and Magnaflow turbo mufflers. Our 3" diameter 60's style "drag pipes" go over the ladder bars and exit under and just past the rear end housing. This Heli-arc welded modular system uses 3-bolt flanges and includes composite gaskets, fasteners and neoprene rubber insulators.

Note: If you already have block hugger headers or even a different engine you'll find our exhaust system can be used successfully with a little TLC and common sense.

#001-60896 SO-CAL exhaust system: $1,894.95 Kit

SO-CAL Block Hugger Headers: These small block Chevy block hugger headers are the ones recommended for use with our new exhaust system. They work great in tight places and are designed to accommodate stock GM motor mounts. Available in stainless steel, ceramic coated mild steel in silver or hi-temp black and come with gaskets, header bolts and collector reducers.

(A) #001-41028 Stainless steel headers: $559.95 pr.
(B) #001-41019 Ceramic coated silver steel headers: $259.95 pr.
(C) #001-41020 Hi-temp black steel headers: $149.95 pr.